AGENDA  
RCRC Doha Dialogue on Migration 2014  
RCRC Cooperation Platform Workshop  
› Sunday 15 June 2014

09h00 – 10h00  
**Opening session / Welcome address**  
IFRC (Director of MENA Zone / Director of AP Zone / IFRC Vice President)  
Qatar RC (President)  
ICRC (TBC)  
AP Migration Network Chair

10h00 – 10h30  
Latest developments of the legislation relating to the status of “Expatriate Workers” in AP and MENA  
- Migrants’ Rights and International Law  
- Legal Status and Protection of low skilled and semi-skilled expatriate workers  
- Compliance and implementation of labor laws: opportunities and challenges

10h30 - 11h00  
Coffee Break

11h00 – 12h30  
Set up of the RCRC AP Cooperation Platform (working Group on ToR for the platform, Networks, Beneficiaries’ involvement)  
Guest speaker: (TBC)  
- Focus on the vulnerable condition of migrant women and children  
- Focus on domestic migrants issues  
(Budi A. Adiputro, Secretary General, Indonesian Red Cross)  
- Examples of cooperation for a better protection of expatriate workers  
- Actual framework and existing social mechanisms for the protection of expatriate workers  
- Strengthening regional mechanisms and effective cooperation: the role of civil society  
Questions and Answers – Open Debate

12h30 – 14h00  
Lunch break
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14h00 – 15h30  Introduction to the RC/RC Movement position, legal basis and strategy on Migration (IFRC/ICRC policies, strategies at global and regional level)
• Migration policies and strategies (IFRC/ICRC/NS)
• Recommendations of the Statutory meeting (IC, GA, CoD, Regional Conferences, etc.)
• Gender policies (IFRC/ICRC/NS)
• Humanitarian Diplomacy: advocating for the rights of expatriate workers and better working conditions
Questions and Answers - Open Debate

15h30 – 16h00  Coffee Break

16h00 – 17h30  RCRC NS Panel to present RCRC experience with their National and local authorities: experiences, expertise, cooperation opportunities, challenges and gaps
Panel: 4 panelists, Chair (Dr Aisha Al Mannai, Vice President Qatar RC) and moderator
• Expatriate workers: legal basis
• Expatriate workers: opportunity and challenges met in Gulf countries
• Areas of expertise and support from RCRC Movement
• Working together on one agreed approach and plan: identification of next steps
Open Debate: How to cooperate better with Government authorities, platforms and capacity to influence the legislation through a stronger advocacy
Conclusions - Key Outcomes/Recommendations by moderator

Evening  Dinner hosted by Katara